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Immortal Warrior - Lisa Hendrix 2008-11-04
He came to England in search of treasure. Two hundred years later, he?s
found her... Ivar Graycloak is a brave warrior, a man known for his
strength and integrity. He is also a man with a terrible secret. Long ago
he was part of a Viking crew cursed by an evil sorceress to live for
eternity as were-creatures. An eagle by day and a man by night, Ivar has
lived a solitary existence for over two centuries. Then the king orders
him to marry. Lady Alaida is everything a man could want in a
bride?intelligent, spirited, and beautiful--and their wedding night is a
balm to Ivar's lonely spirit. Then a seer brings him word of a dark vision,
one that makes Ivar vow to stay away from his lovely wife forever. But
now that Ivar has sampled Alaida?s passion, her humor and warmth, he
is enthralled. His traitorous body?his very heart?longs for that which he
can never possess. Lady Alaida may surprise him yet, though, for she has
a power of her own?a power that will either destroy everything they hold
dear or ultimately set them free?
The Witch Collector - Charissa Weaks 2021-10-14
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Every harvest moon, the Witch Collector rides into our valley and leads
one of us to the home of the immortal Frost King, to remain forever.
Today is that day-Collecting Day. But he will not come for me. I, Raina
Bloodgood, have lived in this village for twenty-four years, and for all
that time he has passed me by. His mistake. Raina Bloodgood has one
desire: kill the Frost King and the Witch Collector who stole her sister.
On Collecting Day, she means to exact murderous revenge, but a more
sinister threat sets fire to her world. Rising from the ashes is the
Collector, Alexus Thibault, the man she vowed to slay and the only
person who can help save her sister. Thrust into an age-old story of ice,
fire, and ancient gods, Raina must abandon vengeance and aid the Witch
Collector or let their empire-and her sister-fall into enemy hands. But the
lines between good and evil blur, and Raina has more to lose than she
imagined. What is she to do when the Witch Collector is no longer the
villain who stole her sister, but the hero who's stealing her heart? The
Witch Collector is book one in a thrilling romantic fantasy trilogy, perfect
for fans of Naomi Novik, Sarah J. Maas, and Jennifer L. Armentrout.
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Legacy of the Witch - Maggie Shayne 2012-09-01
"Once upon a time, there lived three witches…." As a child, Amarrah
loved her grandmother's stories of three witches who were members of
the king's harem. But they were more than just stories. Amarrah knows
she was there with them…and now their legacy, along with an ancient
box that once belonged to them, lies in her hands. Charged with keeping
the box safe, Amarrah is heartbroken when it is stolen from her while she
moves to America. Years later, she is shocked to see it on TV and is
determined to get it back. Tracking the artifact leads her to Sergeant
Harrison Brockson, a handsome soldier who stirs memories of a man she
knew centuries ago in ancient Babylon. Is Harrison the key to finding the
box—or could he be her destiny? Prequel novella to Maggie Shayne's
exciting trilogy, The Portal.
The Arras Witch Treatises - 2016-04-28
This is the first complete and accessible English translation of two major
source texts—Tinctor’s Invectives and the anonymous Recollectio—that
arose from the notorious Arras witch hunts and trials in the mid-fifteenth
century in France. These writings, by the “Anonymous of Arras”
(believed to be the trial judge Jacques du Bois) and the intellectual
Johannes Tinctor, offer valuable eyewitness perspectives on one of the
very first mass trials and persecutions of alleged witches in European
history. More importantly, they provide a window onto the early
development of witchcraft theory and demonology in western Europe
during the late medieval period—an entire generation before the
infamous Witches’ Hammer appeared. Perfect for the classroom, The
Arras Witch Treatises includes a reader-friendly introduction situating
the treatises and trials in their historical and intellectual contexts.
Scholars, students, and others interested in the occult will find these
translations invaluable.
A Discovery of Witches - Deborah Harkness 2011-02-08
Now a major Sky original production - Season 2 streaming now THE
NUMBER ONE INTERNATIONAL AND SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER. A
Discovery of Witches is the first in the must-read ALL SOULS trilogy. It
begins with absence and desire. It begins with blood and fear. It begins
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with a discovery of witches. Fall under the spell of Diana and Matthew in
the stunning first volume of the No.1 internationally bestselling ALL
SOULS trilogy. A world of witches, daemons and vampires. A manuscript
which holds the secrets of their past and the key to their future. Diana
and Matthew - the forbidden love at the heart of it. When historian Diana
Bishop opens an alchemical manuscript in the Bodleian Library, it's an
unwelcome intrusion of magic into her carefully ordered life. Though
Diana is a witch of impeccable lineage, the violent death of her parents
while she was still a child convinced her that human fear is more potent
than any witchcraft. Now Diana has unwittingly exposed herself to a
world she's kept at bay for years; one of powerful witches, creative,
destructive daemons and long-lived vampires. Sensing the significance of
Diana's discovery, the creatures gather in Oxford, among them the
enigmatic Matthew Clairmont, a vampire geneticist. Diana is inexplicably
drawn to Matthew and, in a shadowy world of half-truths and old
enmities, ties herself to him without fully understanding the ancient line
they are crossing. As they begin to unlock the secrets of the manuscript
and their feelings for each other deepen, so the fragile balance of peace
unravels... Five reasons to read A Discovery of Witches and the All Souls
Trilogy 'Rich, thrilling ... A captivating and romantic ripping yarn' E L
James 'Intelligent and off-the-wall ... irrestistible to Twilight fans' Sunday
Times 'I could lose myself in here and never want to come out ... Utterly
enchanting on every level' Manda Scott 'Exciting amounts of spells,
kisses and battles, and is recounted with enchanting, page-turning
panache' Marie Claire 'A bubbling cauldron of illicit desire ... an assured
saga that blends romance with fantasy' Daily Mail
The Witching Hour - Anne Rice 2010-11-17
From the author of the extraordinary Vampire Chronicles comes a huge,
hypnotic novel of witchcraft and the occult through four centuries.
Demonstrating, once again, her gift for spellbinding storytelling and the
creation of legend, Anne Rice makes real for us a great dynasty of
witches--a family given to poetry and to incest, to murder and to
philosophy; a family that, over the ages, is itself haunted by a powerful,
dangerous, and seductive being. On the veranda of a great New Orleans
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house, now faded, a mute and fragile woman sits rocking . . . and The
Witching Hour begins. It begins in our time with a rescue at sea. Rowan
Mayfair, a beautiful woman, a brilliant practitioner of neurosurgery-aware that she has special powers but unaware that she comes from an
ancient line of witches--finds the drowned body of a man off the coast of
California and brings him to life. He is Michael Curry, who was born in
New Orleans and orphaned in childhood by fire on Christmas Eve, who
pulled himself up from poverty, and who now, in his brief interval of
death, has acquired a sensory power that mystifies and frightens him. As
these two, fiercely drawn to each other, fall in love and--in passionate
alliance--set out to solve the mystery of her past and his unwelcome gift,
the novel moves backward and forward in time from today's New Orleans
and San Francisco to long-ago Amsterdam and a château in the France of
Louis XIV. An intricate tale of evil unfolds--an evil unleashed in
seventeenth-century Scotland, where the first "witch," Suzanne of the
Mayfair, conjures up the spirit she names Lasher . . . a creation that
spells her own destruction and torments each of her descendants in turn.
From the coffee plantations of Port au Prince, where the great Mayfair
fortune is made and the legacy of their dark power is almost destroyed,
to Civil War New Orleans, as Julien--the clan's only male to be endowed
with occult powers--provides for the dynasty its foothold in America, the
dark, luminous story encompasses dramas of seduction and death,
episodes of tenderness and healing. And always--through peril and
escape, tension and release--there swirl around us the echoes of eternal
war: innocence versus the corruption of the spirit, sanity against
madness, life against death. With a dreamlike power, the novel draws us,
through circuitous, twilight paths, to the present and Rowan's
increasingly inspired and risky moves in the merciless game that binds
her to her heritage. And in New Orleans, on Christmas Eve, this
strangest of family sagas is brought to its startling climax.
Eternal Vampire - Juniper Hart 2018-11-06
A spell that defies all rules could cost Lane and Henry their lives and
change the course of history. Hidden away from the world and the
Enchanted for years, Lane Aldwin is finally permitted to take her seat on
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the Council of Seven, replacing her grandmother: Miriam. Although Lane
was born to a long line of powerful witches, she feels she is not the right
witch for the job--especially when her mother's ulterior motives lurk
behind Lane's every thought. Matters only get more complicated when
Miriam's love spell manifests upon Lane and the Vampire Regent, Henry
Brandis. Henry is sure he has found his mate, even if Lane is as
uncertain about their relationship as she is about everything else.
Unfortunately for them, happiness cannot be achieved so easily--not with
the delusional Julia Aldwin and other players challenging them with plots
that would not only endanger Henry and Lane's love, but their lives as
well. If you love vampire romances, bad boys, shifters, witches, and
alphas who know how to take charge, then you will love Eternal Vampire
in the Council of Seven paranormal romance series. Content Warning:
Explicit love scenes and lots of sexy shifters. Intended for 18+ audiences.
Wicked Deeds on a Winter's Night - Kresley Cole 2015-09-29
Grieving over the loss of his love, werewolf Bowen MacRieve enjoys a
passionate encounter with his enemy, the witch Mariketa the Awaited,
but when sinister forces threaten her life, Bowen must use all his skills to
keep her alive.
Grimoire for the Green Witch - Ann Moura 2012-11-08
The author of the popular Green Witchcraft series presents her personal
Book of Shadows, designed for you to use just as she uses it-as a working
guide to ritual, spells, and divination. This ready-made, authentic
grimoire is based on family tradition and actual magical experience, and
is easily adaptable to any tradition of Witchcraft. Grimoire for the Green
Witch offers a treasury of magical information—rituals for Esbats and
Sabbats, correspondences, circle-casting techniques, sigils, symbols,
recitations, spells, teas, oils, baths, and divinations. Every aspect of Craft
practice is addressed, from the purely magical to the personally spiritual.
It is a distillation of Green practice, with room for growth and new
inspiration. 2004 COVR Award First Runner Up
Immortality - Maggie Shayne 2005
Acclaimed as one of the masters of paranormal romance, Maggie Shayne
enthralled readers with her extraordinary trilogy about a race of
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immortal witches. Now, she presents the story of an immortal whose
existence has centered solely on vengeance and hatred-only to find a
second chance at love, redemption-and immortality. Her name is Puabiand she's an Immortal High Witch whose past is littered with dark
secrets. Convinced she has eluded death for the last time, she is shocked
to find herself being rescued by a mysterious stranger who fills her with
a desire she thought was lost forever... His name is Matthew Fairchildand he is a millionaire tormented by guilt over the tragic death of his
wife. The last thing he expected to encounter was a beautiful woman who
possessed an uncanny resemblance to the woman he loved and lost. But
Puabi is like no one he's ever met before. Is it possible this enigmatic
beauty can heal the bitter wounds that have nearly cost him his heart?
Charmed and Dangerous - Debbie Herbert 2016-01-19
New Adult Paranormal Romance Apples and oranges, dogs and cats,
everybody knows witches and immortals don't mix. A young witch, Callie,
returns home from exile after a traumatic Ouija board incident six years
earlier. She falls for classmate James MacLauren and struggles to keep
her magical abilities a secret from him. Then there's the even trickier
problem that her rogue warlock father and his coven will kill anyone who
prevents Callie from joining them in dark magic. Someone like James . . .
But James has a secret of his own. He's part of a hidden race of
immortals living in the Appalachian hollows and the last thing he needs
in his life is a witch who could imprison him with a binding spell. But it
will take all of his superhuman physical strength, and all of Callie's
extraordinary magical skills, to survive when two covens and an army of
immortals engage in battle. Should they fail, they face either death or
utter domination by the power of dark magic. **This is a complete novel
at approximately 76,000 words** It is the first book in the Appalachian
Magic Series. Book two in the series is CHANGELING, with more books
releasing later in the year.
Immortal Desire - Maggie Shayne 2007
Two enchanting tales of paranormal romance come together in a dual
volume that features Destiny, in which Nidaba, a bitter immortal High
Witch, is reunited with her former love, fellow High Witch Nathan King,
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after four millennia, and Immortality, in which Immortal High Witch
Puabi is rescued by grieving millionaire Matthew Fairchild. Original.
Immortality - Maggie Shayne 2005-09-27
Acclaimed as one of the masters of paranormal romance, Maggie Shayne
enthralled readers with her extraordinary trilogy about a race of
immortal witches. Now, she presents the story of an immortal whose
existence has centered solely on vengeance and hatred-only to find a
second chance at love, redemption-and immortality. Her name is Puabiand she's an Immortal High Witch whose past is littered with dark
secrets. Convinced she has eluded death for the last time, she is shocked
to find herself being rescued by a mysterious stranger who fills her with
a desire she thought was lost forever... His name is Matthew Fairchildand he is a millionaire tormented by guilt over the tragic death of his
wife. The last thing he expected to encounter was a beautiful woman who
possessed an uncanny resemblance to the woman he loved and lost. But
Puabi is like no one he's ever met before. Is it possible this enigmatic
beauty can heal the bitter wounds that have nearly cost him his heart?
The Rhiannon Chronicles - Maggie Shayne 2018-02-25
The most powerful love in existence faces the most sinister threat
imaginable. ~ ~ ~ I am Rhiannon, and this is my story. Century upon
century, the love between my Roland and I has deepened into something
as rare and powerful as immortality itself. We are leaders among our
kind. And recently, we’ve taken in three orphans, mutants known as the
Offspring, created by DPI for one purpose; to hunt and kill vampires. I
never thought I would have the chance to be a mother, and I adore the
three seven-year-olds. But DPI is desperate to get them back. They
captured Roland, nearly got us all, and naturally I turned over heaven
and earth to get him back. And did. But he’s not the same. Something
happened to him in DPI’s evil hands, and now it feels as if the threat to
the children is coming from within my own home. I might be forced to
choose between the innocent children I adore, and the man who is my
very heart and soul. What is a Queen of Darkness to do?
Wayward Witch - Zoraida Córdova 2020-09-01
From the author of The Inheritance of Orquídea Divina: The witches of
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New York are back! In the epic conclusion to the award-winning series,
the final Mortiz sister's story is told. Infused with Latin American
tradition—the Brooklyn Brujas series follows three sisters—and
brujas—as they develop their powers and battle magic in their hometown
and worlds beyond. Rose Mortiz has always been a fixer, but lately she's
been feeling lost. She has brand new powers that she doesn't
understand, and her family is still trying to figure out how to function in
the wake of her amnesiac father's return home. Then, on the night of her
Deathday party, Rose discovers her father's memory loss has been a lie.
As she rushes to his side, the two are ambushed and pulled through a
portal to the land of Adas, a fairy realm hidden in the Caribbean Sea.
There Rose is forced to work with a group of others to save Adas. Soon,
she begins to discover the scope of her powers, the troubling truth about
her father's past, and the sacrifices he made to save her sisters. But if
Rose wants to return home so that she can repair her broken family, she
must figure out how to heal Adas first. Brooklyn Brujas Series: Labyrinth
Lost (Book 1): Alex's story—set in the mythical fantasy world of Los
Lagos Bruja Born (Book 2): Lula's story—urban fantasy set on the streets
of Brooklyn Wayward Witch (Book 3): Rose's story—set in the magical
fairy realm of Adas Perfect for those looking for: A fantasy witch series
Latinx books Dark fairy tales Young adult fantasy Books about sisters
The Last Keeper - H. M. Hodgson 2021-06-27
Deadly secrets. Sacred vows. Duty over desire.India Jones is a city-witch
with a problem - her witchcraft is turning dangerously unstable. And
worse, the only people who can help are the family she hasn't seen in
forever, on their isolated farm in Victoria, Australia.But the farm and
dark forest surrounding it hold dangerous secrets: an unearthly magic
that beckons her into the forest, the truth behind her parents' death, and
a riveting stranger all too at home on her family's property.Ruthless and
deadly, Thrane is the last Keeper. Eons ago, the Old Gods created the
World Tree to connect the three Worlds. From its roots to branches it
connects the Underworld, Mortalworld and Higherworld. But a secret
war rages as those who would enslave the Mortalworld seek to destroy
the Tree. Only the Immortal Keepers stand in their way.Now, duty and
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explosive desire compel Thrane to keep close to India. For though she
doesn't know it, the stubborn witch is the gravest danger the World Tree,
and his heart, have ever faced. But to save the Mortalworld - and herself
- India must face the most dangerous secret of all. Hers.
A Nameless Witch - A. Lee Martinez 2007-05
Hiding her inherent beauty while hunting for men to consume, an
immortal witch enters a reluctant partnership with the pure-hearted
White Knight in order to counter the efforts of an insane sorcerer who is
threatening their world. Simultaneous. 25,000 first printing.
Eternal Desire - Kim Loraine 2018-02-27
Izzy is mine, and no curse is going to take her from me.I never thought
I'd find my mate, and I certainly didn't think she'd be a witch. I've
watched my pack members find theirs time and time again, but for me, it
wasn't an option. I do my job, fight to keep my pack safe, that's it. But
when my beauty walked into my life, there was no stopping my instinct.
I'll do whatever it takes to keep her safe.She may think keeping her love
from me will keep me alive when her curse takes her, but I know better.
We'll have our happily ever after. I'll make sure of it.
Eternity - Maggie Shayne 2020-12-30
Dark Prince - Christine Feehan 2011-03-08
An incomparable gift for Christine Feehan fans, Dark Prince returns in a
new, author’s cut special edition. #1 New York Times bestseller Feehan
revisits her classic tale of paranormal romance—the breathtaking story
of a beautiful hunter with extraordinary telepathic abilities captivated by
the powerful allure of a tormented prince of the mysterious
Carpathians—expanding the beloved story by 100 never before seen
pages! Here is your golden opportunity to experience the first book in
Christine Feehan’s remarkable Dark saga as you never have before,
whether it’s a glorious re-entrance into this writer’s mystical,
unforgettable world…or your very first visit!
The Book of Life (Movie Tie-In) - Deborah Harkness 2022-01-04
The #1 New York Times-bestselling third installment of the All Souls
series, and the basis for the final season of "A Discovery of Witches,"
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coming soon to AMC+, Sundance Now, and Shudder. In The Book of Life
Diana and Matthew time-travel back from Elizabethan London to make a
dramatic return to the present--facing new crises and old enemies. At
Matthew's ancestral home, Sept-Tours, they reunite with the beloved
cast of characters from A Discovery of Witches--with one significant
exception. But the real threat to their future has yet to be revealed, and
when it is, the search for Ashmole 782 and its missing pages takes on
even more urgency. In the third volume of the All Souls series, Harkness
deepens her themes of power and passion, family and caring, past deeds
and their present consequences. In palatial homes and university
laboratories, using ancient knowledge and modern science, from the hills
of the Auvergne to Venice and beyond, the couple at last learn what the
witches discovered so many centuries ago.
Luciferian Witchcraft - Book of the Serpent - Michael Ford
2009-08-01
Second Edition completely revised and edited version now available!
Luciferian Witchcraft is a complete grimoire of Left Hand Path initiation.
Many books have been written of the so-called left hand path, very few
actually were written by initiates. Beginning with a lengthy exploration
of the forms of the Adversary throughout history, a foundation of
ideology is given by identification with the Adversary. The reader is then
led through dark and twisting corridors with Four Chapters, a complete
system of the History of the Adversary and the Witchcraft associated
with the Left Hand Path. What is found within Luciferian Witchcraft is a
Talismanic text which presents the medieval concepts of the Black Book
being a conjuration itself of the Devil, a complete initiatory system
detailing High Ceremonial Magick, The lore of the Adversary and
ritualistic and forbidden sex magick. Approach with caution, you may
open the gates of hell within'¦
Revenge of the Witch - Stephanie Mirro 2020-10-01
“If you love a well-crafted urban fantasy, then this series is for you.” Amazon Reviewer Almost everything was back to normal: governments
had been restored, cities rebuilt, and the ancient gods’ existence
remained a secret. Mostly. Only one thing was left to do. Rescue the
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witches trapped in Hell. Except Sera discovers the only way in and out of
the underworld is to become immortal, the one thing in life she most
definitely does not want to do. She must make the decision of a lifetime.
As in an everlasting lifetime. Matters only get more complicated when
she learns she’ll need to take Danae, the ancient Bacchae who created
this whole mess, with her to Hell. Failing to bring her means the witches
will be enslaved forever. If Sera fails, an even darker future than the one
Danae had promised will be unleashed upon the mortal world. This time
it will be Hell on Earth. If you enjoy books by Anne Rice, Anne Bishop,
Annette Marie, or anything paranormal fantasy, then dive in and get
ready for a vampire origin story unlike any other, with twists you’ll never
see coming. Scroll up and one-click to start this thrilling adventure
today! REVENGE OF THE WITCH is the 3rd book in the IMMORTAL
RELICS series, a New Adult Urban Fantasy adventure where Roman
mythology and wry humor blend seamlessly with magic, mayhem, and
monsters. Previously published as DESCENT TO HEL.
Bitter Night - Diana Pharaoh Francis 2009-10-27
SOMETIMES YOU CHOOSE YOUR BATTLES. AND SOMETIMES, THEY
CHOOSE YOU... Once, Max dreamed of a career, a home, a loving family.
Now all she wants is freedom...and revenge. A witch named Giselle
transformed Max into a warrior with extraordinary strength, speed, and
endurance. Bound by spellcraft, Max has no choice but to fight as
Giselle's personal magic weapon -- a Shadowblade -- and she's lethally
good at it. But her skills are about to be put to the test as they never
have before.... The ancient Guardians of the earth are preparing to
unleash widespread destruction on the mortal world, and they want the
witches to help them. If the witches refuse, their covens will be
destroyed, including Horngate, the place Max has grudgingly come to
think of as home. Max thinks she can find a way to help Horngate stand
against the Guardians, but doing so will mean forging dangerous
alliances -- including one with a rival witch's Shadowblade, who is as
drawn to Max as she is to him -- and standing with the witch she
despises. Max will have to choose between the old life she still dreams of
and the warrior she has become, and take her place on the side of right -6/10
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if she survives long enough to figure out which side that is....
The Witch's Curse - Keith McGowan 2013-03-19
A shadowy witch, a cursed hunter—it's tricky business for Sol and Connie
as they face off against this awful pair. The kids narrowly averted being
eaten by the last witch after them, and this time it doesn't look any
better. It's a long way through the accursed valley, they're running out of
food and water, and that lodge on the mountain side with the collection
of animals inside isn't exactly comforting. Who can save them? The All
Creatures Manager? A heroic woodthrush? The Camper Lady? The KnowIt-All Cube? Or will they have to save themselves? And here's the worst
of it: little do Sol and Connie know that the ancient child hunter is about
to wake up—thanks to the witch's curse—in this delightful book from
author Keith McGowan and illustrator Yoko Tanaka.
Twilight Guardians - Maggie Shayne 2018-02-25
They told 20-year-old Charlie O’Malley that they had a cure for the rare
blood condition that would eventually kill her–an untested, experimental
cure. All they wanted in return was for her to join their elite military
team and train to kill the Undead. She took the deal, not because she
cared so much about extending her life, but because it would make her
strong–stronger than ordinary humans. Strong enough to kill the vampire
who’d pretended to love her, taken her blood, used her body, and
murdered her mother. Killion was the last of his kind, or so he thought.
When he found Charlie, he felt the pull. She had the rare Belladonna
Antigen all vampires had as humans. Vampires were compelled to
protect those rare mortals they called The Chosen. But with Charlie, the
bond was different, more powerful than anything he’s felt before, and
impossible to resist, even though surrendering to it will probably get him
killed. Ancient vampire elders Rhiannon and Roland come out of exile,
risking their lives to help their mortal friend Roxy reclaim her
granddaughter. But before the tale ends, their lives will be forever
changed. Join Maggie Shayne as she returns to her most beloved series
of all time with this new beginning…. Wings in the Night: Reborn
Eternity - Maggie Shayne
“A rich, sensual, bewitching adventure of good vs. evil with love as the
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prize.” ~Publisher’s Weekly on ETERNITY WINNER: RT Book Reviews:
Reviewers Choice Award WINNER: Reviewer's Listserv: Best Paranormal
Romance Award WINNER: New Jersey Romance Writers: Golden Leaf
Award One of BN.com's "Top 12 Reads of the Year" 300 years ago, Raven
St. James was hanged for witchcraft. But she revives among the dead to
find herself alive. She is an Immortal High Witch, one of the light. A note
from her mother warns that there are others, those of the Dark, who
preserve their own lives by taking the hearts of those like her. Duncan
Wallace’s forbidden love for the secretive lass costs him his life. 300
years later, he loves her again, tormented by hazy memories of a past
that can’t be real. She tells him of another lifetime, claims to be
immortal. Though he knows she’s deluded, he can’t stay away. And the
Dark Witch after her heart is far closer than either of them know. If you
liked OUTLANDER, or HIGHLANDER, you will LOVE this series. Don’t
miss Book 2, INFINITY or Book 3, DESTINY. “A hauntingly beautiful
story of a love that endures through time itself.” ~New York Times
Bestselling Author, Kay Hooper “This captivating story of a love that
reaches across the centuries, becomes as immortal as the lover’s
themselves, resonates with timeless passion, powerful magic, and
haunting heartbreak.” ~BN.com’s official review
Which Witch is Which? - Kerrigan Byrne 2020-12-31
Four identical sisters are prophesied to hold the fate of the entire world
in their powerful hands. Meet the Witches of Port Townsend... Moira. A
water witch, Moira has always been a healer, but the one soul she can't
mend is her own. When a magical spell summons her away from the
safety of the Bayou, she doesn't foresee that Conquest, the first deadly
Horseman of the Apocalypse is the mysterious danger she'd been hiding
from. But the discoveries don't stop there, she has three sisters who
looks exactly like her, and their stories are as unbelievable as her own.
Claire. A fire witch, Claire's a passionate woman cursed by her powers,
longing to find someone who can withstand her love. She believes she's
forever destined to be alone until she receives a message summoning her
"home." The world's most violent man stands between her and her
family, and even if she wins the battle, she may lose her heart to War.
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Aerin. An air witch, Aerin is a ruthless businesswoman well on her way to
ruling the corporate world, until she discovers she not only has three
identical sisters, but their fates are entwined with the apocalypse. When
she meets Pestilence, an immortal whose destiny is to wipe out entire
civilizations, she not only withstands his lethal touch, she craves it.
Tierra. An earth witch, Tierra is all about nature and nurturing her
relationships with her newfound sisters. Family means everything to her,
and she'll do whatever she must to keep her sisters safe. But unless she
can resist Death himself, humanity's prospects are grim. The de Moray
sisters clash with the most dangerous immortals the earth has ever
known. Locked on opposing sides of a battle older than time, their fight
is only the beginning...of the end.
Twilight Vendetta - Maggie Shayne 2018-02-25
"My inspiration has always been Maggie Shayne's WINGS IN THE
NIGHT." #1 New York Times Bestselling Author CHRISTINE FEEHAN
Devlin doesn’t like humans. Most would support the extermination of the
entire vampire race, and that’s exactly what will happen, unless his plan
to organize a resistance force succeeds. Emma is the only mortal who’s
ever managed to get under his skin. She’s haunted him his entire life. He
senses when she’s in trouble, is drawn to her by energies he cannot
understand. Emma is a thrill seeker who makes a hefty living writing
about her adventures. Now, she wants to walk with vampires, to live
among them. The book she’ll write afterward will be the work of a
lifetime, and will help establish peace between the races. Education,
enlightenment, understanding–these are the ways to end the current
climate of fear and violence. Devlin is determined to visit destruction on
humans. Emma is determined to stop him, even if it means betraying the
powerful passion that burns between them, and the feelings underneath,
feelings so explosive that even she is afraid to plumb them too deeply.
Now, anti-vampire forces have taken captives–two young mutants Devlin
is sworn to protect, and Emma’s own peacenik father. Emma and Devlin
must find common ground to save innocent lives, and to prevent the
annihilation of a species. Maybe his, or maybe her own. And in such close
proximity, with so much at stake, the feelings they've been fighting,
eternal-love-the-immortal-witch-series-witches-1-2-amp-3-maggie-shayne

reach the boiling point.
Fang-tastic Fiction - Patricia O'Brien Mathews 2011
Mathews uses a limited definition of paranormal, and examines works
set, for the most part, in a relatively realistic modern world inhabited by
both humans and paranormal beings.
Encyclopedia of Wicca & Witchcraft - Raven Grimassi 2000
Grimassi has written extensively about Wicca, and Llewellyn specializes
in books sympathetic to occult ways, so the combination is pretty
predictable. He describes not only the usual magic practices, but also the
religious and spiritual aspects of what believers say is inherited ancient
European wisdom and scoffers say is made-up, new-age nonsense.
Annotation copyrighted by Book News, Inc., Portland, OR
Eternal Love - Maggie Shayne 2007
When Raven St. James meets the man who, three centuries ago in a past
life, saved her from execution as a witch, she must fight to save them
both from a living evil, in Eternity, and after five centuries of
banishment, Nicodemus Lachlan, an immortal High Witch, is brought
back to life by his old love Arianna, but the power that restores him also
brings an ancient enemy who threatens everything, in Infinity. Original.
A Tale of Magic... - Chris Colfer 2019-10-01
This #1 New York Times bestseller is the first book in a new series set in
Chris Colfer's Land of Stories universe, perfect for both new and
longtime fans! When Brystal Evergreen stumbles across a secret section
of the library, she discovers a book that introduces her to a world beyond
her imagination and learns the impossible: She is a fairy capable of
magic! But in the oppressive Southern Kingdom, women are forbidden
from reading and magic is outlawed, so Brystal is swiftly convicted of her
crimes and sent to the miserable Bootstrap Correctional Facility. But
with the help of the mysterious Madame Weatherberry, Brystal is
whisked away and enrolled in an academy of magic! Adventure comes
with a price, however, and when Madame Weatherberry is called away to
attend to an important problem she doesn't return. Do Brystal and her
classmates have what it takes to stop a sinister plot that risks the fate of
the world, and magic, forever? Fall in love with an all-new series from
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Chris Colfer, the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Land of
Stories, filled with adventure, imagination, and wonderfully memorable
characters both familiar and new. A #1 New York Times bestsellerAn
IndieBound bestseller A USA Today bestseller A Wall Street Journal
bestseller Don't miss: A TALE OF WITCHCRAFT...
Destiny - Maggie Shayne 2020-07-31
Elemental Witchcraft - Heron Michelle 2021-12-08
Elemental Witchcraft shares a wholly unique esoteric approach to
developing partnerships with elemental allies and deities and ultimately
merging with the Divine Mind. Author Heron Michelle provides dozens of
rituals, meditations, spells, and journal reflections as you explore the
principles of Hermeticism and the magick of the four classical
elements—earth, air, fire, and water. On this journey, you will discover
how the chakras and the magickal pentacle correspond to the five
bodies: mental, emotional, will, physical, and spiritual. You will also
explore how the astrological cycles and the wheel of the year relate to
the elements and the witch's tools as well as to the paths of power, truth,
sovereignty, and completion. Opening the elemental gateways and
developing relationship with the goddesses and gods can be profoundly
transformative work—this book guides you through this subtle path as
you learn to balance the magickal elements and construct your own
astral temples at the crossroads of the Self.
Blackwood Chronicles: Inock Tehan and the Return of the
Immortal Witch - A. A. Wise 2022-07-29
Sixteen-year-old Inock is a demon with special powers. He lives in a
magical world filled with witches, demons and wonderful mysteries
yearning to be uncovered. There is a diabolical immortal witch that he
has to prevent from rising to power. The struggle leads Inock and his
friends to many dangerous situations and battles with dark witches and
the hateful venators.
The Winter of the Witch - Katherine Arden 2019-01-08
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Following their adventures in The
Bear and the Nightingale and The Girl in the Tower, Vasya and Morozko
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return in this stunning conclusion to the bestselling Winternight Trilogy,
battling enemies mortal and magical to save both Russias, the seen and
the unseen. “A tale both intimate and epic, featuring a heroine whose
harrowing and wondrous journey culminates in an emotionally resonant
finale.”—Publishers Weekly (starred review) NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S
BEST FANTASY BOOKS OF THE DECADE Vasilisa Petrovna is an
unforgettable heroine determined to forge her own path. Her gifts and
her courage have drawn the attention of Morozko, the winter-king, but it
is too soon to know if this connection will prove a blessing or a curse.
Now Moscow has been struck by disaster. Its people are searching for
answers—and for someone to blame. Vasya finds herself alone, beset on
all sides. The Grand Prince is in a rage, choosing allies that will lead him
on a path to war and ruin. A wicked demon returns, determined to
spread chaos. Caught at the center of the conflict is Vasya, who finds the
fate of two worlds resting on her shoulders. Her destiny uncertain, Vasya
will uncover surprising truths about herself as she desperately tries to
save Russia, Morozko, and the magical world she treasures. But she may
not be able to save them all. Praise for The Winter of the Witch
“Katherine Arden’s Winternight Trilogy isn’t just good—it’s hug-to-yourchest, straight-to-the-favorites-shelf, reread-immediately good, and each
book just gets better. The Winter of the Witch plunges us back to
fourteenth-century Moscow, where old gods and new vie for the soul of
Russia and fate rests on a witch girl’s slender shoulders. Prepare to have
your heart ripped out, loaned back to you full of snow and magic, and
ripped out some more.”—Laini Taylor “Luxuriously detailed yet briskly
suspenseful . . . a striking literary fantasy informed by Arden’s deep
knowledge.”—Kirkus Reviews (starred review)
The Land of Stories: The Enchantress Returns - Chris Colfer 2013-08-06
Alex and Conner Bailey have not been back to the magical Land of
Stories since their adventures in The Wishing Spell ended. But one night,
they learn the famed Enchantress has kidnapped their mother. Against
the will of their grandmother (the one and only Fairy Godmother), the
twins must find their own way into the Land of Stories to rescue their
mother and save the fairy tale world from the greatest threat it's ever
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faced.
Wildseed Witch (Book 1) - Marti Dumas 2022-05-10
A fun middle-grade contemporary fantasy with an all-BIPOC cast, about a
social-media-loving tween who gets sent to an ultra-private witch camp
Hasani’s post-seventh-grade summer to-do list is pretty simple: get a
bigger following for her makeup YouTube channel and figure out how to
get her parents back together. What she does NOT expect is that an
emotional outburst will spark a latent magical ability in her. Or that the
magic will be strong enough to attract the attention of witches. Or that
before she can say #BlackGirlMagic, she’ll be shipped off on a
scholarship to a fancy finishing school for talented young ladies. Les
Belles Demoiselles is a literal charm school. Here, generations of young
ladies from old-money witch families have learned to harness their
magic, and alumnae grow to become some of the most powerful women
across industries, including politicians, philanthropists, CEOs,
entrepreneurs—and yes, even social media influencers. Needless to say,
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admission to the school is highly coveted, very exclusive . . . and Hasani
sticks out like a weed in a rose bouquet. While the other girls have
always known they were destined to be witches, Hasani is a Wildseed––a
stray witch from a family of non-witches, with no background knowledge,
no way to control her magic, and a lot to catch up on. "Wildseed" may be
an insult that the other girls throw at her, but Wildseeds are more
powerful than they know. And Hasani will learn that there are ways to
use magic and thrive that can never be taught in a classroom.
Why Are You Hiding, God? - D. L. Seeker 2021-06-18
God, why are you hiding? You created me in this beautiful world and
gave me five senses to explore it with, but I can't find you with any of the
five senses you gave me. Trying to communicate with you is like using a
sixth sense that I don't know how to use. One day I just popped into this
world and I can't see how it began and I can't see beyond death, but I
still believe someone beyond comprehension had to create this amazing
world and me. You must want me to find you; please show me how. I
want your love more than I want anyone or anything else.
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